ELITE HAS SUCCESSFUL OUTING WITH NEW AGENT AT CZECH AVIATION EXHIBITION

Working through High in the Sky, its newly appointed agent in the Czech Republic, Elite Simulations Solutions had a highly successful first showing at the European Helicopter Show in Hradec Králové.

The stand featured the recently-introduced Elite Evolution MH-350 open cockpit helicopter simulator, which is based on the Eurocopter AS-350B Squirrel turbine helicopter.

Martin Krouza, chief of High in the Sky, said "The stand was busy throughout the show and the Elite MH-350 performed faultlessly on all three days. It was equipped with a single-channel LCD monitor display and RealView scenery of the Czech Republic. It attracted serious attention and we took inquiries from helicopter operators in a number of European countries."

The ELITE MH-350 features the same professional feel and quality flight controls and throttle unit as its big brother, the Elite Evolution S623 cockpit trainer. The difference is that it is for single pilot use only and has a smaller open cockpit design for when there are space constraints at its point of location.

It offers the same centre console as the S623 with aircraft-specific switches, optional Garmin GNS 430W or 530W, pilot instrument panel with bezel mask and adjustments at the instrument and same professional CANBUS style electronics for reliability and maintainability. An upgraded adjustable leather seat provides unparalleled comfort and ergonomic support and professional quality flight controls that are balanced and dampened to give the most realistic feel and response.
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More information from René Huddlestone, Marketing & Sales Director, Elite Simulation Solutions AG, Im Schörli 1, CH-8600 Dübendorf, Switzerland, on Telephone +41 43 355 19 40, Email retone@flyelite.ch

Or Martin Krouza, High in the Sky, Klikata 22/41, 158 00 Praha-Jinonice on Telephone +420 251 611 482, Email info@highinthesky.cz